NITEHAWK MUNICIPAL OSPREY II
CONTROLS: Bright state-of-the-art HUD with sealed tactile control pad optimized for ease of use. 360° flexible RAM MOUNT location adjustment allows for custom ergonomics.

HYDRAULICS: Revolutionary hydraulic power. The most fuel efficient and quietest way to sweeping power. 5-year warranty provides optimal up-time and peace of mind.

FAN: Innovative recurved 8 blade design provides the most pick up power in its class. Tough enough to handle whatever comes its way.

HOPPER: 3-yard hopper gives you storage capacity for all types of cleaning operations. No clog screen means no interrupted sweeping operations.

TOOL BOXES: 18 cubic feet of storage capacity on both driver and passenger side to allow for easy access to blowers, tools and other job specific equipment. Built in toolbox lights for added visibility.

LOW PROFILE: Ultra low clearance gets you into parking decks and other height restricted areas. Built on a powerful and durable 3/4 ton chassis designed to excel in all types of sweeping operations.

Application Specific Design

- Airports
- Stadiums
- Colleges
- Fairgrounds
- Malls

- Factories
- Hospitals
- Parks
- Cities
- Highways

- Counties
- Buildings
- Schools
- Ports
- Paved Trails

- Event Spaces
- Power Plants
- Highways
- Parking Decks
- Construction
Municipal Osprey II – Specifications And Features

The next generation Osprey II is engineered to perform in the most diverse operating environments. Built on a low profile conventional chassis, this sweeper can excel in any location. 35 years of inspired design and field testing have culminated in the best-in-class sweeping performance of the Osprey II. The advanced hydraulic system has the power to sweep anything you throw in front of it. Reliable quiet operation lets you clean where no other sweeper can. Powerful, silent and efficient. There is simply nothing else like it.

ADVANTAGES

• **Advanced Hydraulics** – Generate power and reliability where you need it most
• **“Stealth Sweeping” System** – Single engine hydraulic design delivers the quietest performance of any sweeper
• **5 year warranty** – Longest warranty of any sweeper manufacturer
• **Lowest Cost of Operation** – No auxiliary engine delivers performance with efficiency
• **Customized Application** – Dual Steering, specialized cameras, and custom paint — we can build your perfect unit
• **Low Profile** – Conventional cab and hopper design give you access to low clearance areas
• **Innovative Controls** – User friendly controls customized for operators
• **Longevity** – NiteHawk has been producing sweepers for over 45 years
• **Support** – Full service dealerships and factory support throughout the US
• **Driver Friendly** – Simple operation, training and no CDL requirement

STANDARD FEATURES

• **GMC 2500 HD Chassis**
• **High Flow Cambered Fan w/ Lined Fan Housing**
• **Customizable User Interfaced Control Panel**
• **3 Cubic Yard Debris Hopper**
• **Stainless Steel Hopper and Doors**
• **Oversized Hopper Side Access Doors**
• **5 Year Hydraulic Warranty**
• **LED Work Lights**
• **Side Blower Hose**
• **Variable Debris Sweeping Head**
• **Curb Broom Accumulator Assist**
• **Rear Storage Toolboxes - Lighted, Dual Side**
• **Industrial Grade Powder Coating**
• **No Clog Easy Service Screen**
• **Hopper Abrasion plates**
• **HD Rear Bumper**
• **Hopper Position Indicator**
• **Hydraulic System Lock Out Valves**
• **Safety Beacon**
• **LED Hopper Marker Lights**
• **Power Door Locks**
• **Air Conditioning & AM/FM Radio**
• **Dump Door Handle**
• **Rear Dump Flap**
• **Back Up Camera**

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

• **Passenger Side Curb Broom**
• **Multi View High Visibility Camera System**
• **Custom Color Finishes**
• **Drivers Side Curb Broom - Adjustable**
• **Auxiliary Side Suction Hose**
• **HD Front Bumper**
• **LED Low Profile Warning Beacon**
• **LED Bumper Flashers**
• **Dust Suppression System w/40 Gallon Water Storage**
• **Custom Wrap Designs**
• **Back Up Alarm**
• **Magnet Bar**
• **Directional LED Caution Displays**
• **Onsite Operator and Mechanic Training**